ABSTRACT Contrast enhancement plays an important role in image processing applications. This paper proposes a low-complexity automatic method for contrast enhancement. The method exploits the high-frequency distribution of an image to estimate an intensity-weighting matrix, which is then used to control the Gaussian fitting curve and shape the distribution of the contrast gain. As such, the curve can be easily designed to enhance the important details hidden in noteworthy regions. Subsequently, the proposed grayscale transformation that is obtained from the Gaussian fitting can rationally express contrast distribution. Unlike previous contrast enhancement methods, our technique is fully automatic and target-oriented in the sense that it can be directly applied to any input image without any parameter adjustment. The experimental results for some of the widely accepted criterions demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method over the conventional enhancement techniques, especially in the aspects of visual pleasure, anti-noise capability, and target-oriented contrast enhancement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contrast enhancement plays a crucial role in image processing applications, such as digital photography for medical image analysis, remote sensing, and scientific visualization. Numerous contrast enhancement techniques in the literature can be broadly categorized into two groups [1] : context-sensitive methods and context-free methods. The context-sensitive approaches use the terms of rate change for intensities between neighboring pixels to define contrast, after which contrast is increased by directly altering the local intensity of pixels. However, the context-sensitive methods cannot preserve global consistency at the altered intensity level, and they are prone to illuminating artifacts, such as ringing and noise amplification [2] . Meanwhile, in contextfree contrast enhancement methods, the most commonly used strategies are the transform-based techniques [3] , [4] that manipulate the transformation function of the original image to separate gray levels from neighboring pixels. Histogram equalization(HE) [5] - [9] , power-law transformation [10] , [11] and logarithmic transformation [12] The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bora Onat.
are the most commonly used algorithms for contrast enhancement. These techniques can obtain contrast enhancement based on the statistical analysis of gray levels [5] , [9] and redistribute them through cumulative distribution. Compared with its context-sensitive counterpart, the context-free approach is not delimited by ringing artifacts and can preserve the relative order of mapped gray levels. Although various methods have been proposed for contrast enhancement, most of them are customized only in specific areas. Meanwhile, due to the lack of a rigorous analytical approach to contrast enhancement, HE and its transform-based variations seem to be folklore synonym for contrast enhancement techniques. However, it is hard for most of them to adaptively track the optimal enhancements with visual pleasure. In fact, the commonly used HEs can be detrimental to the image enhancement result if these are conducted mechanically without considering original image patterns. To overcome the shortcomings, several techniques have been proposed to modify the HE algorithm [8] , [13] - [16] . One of the most influential works initiated by Pisano et al. [6] is the contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE), in which rational contrast enhancement can be obtained by limiting the contrast with empirical observations. Despite the lack of mathematical basis for ensuring uniformly processed histograms, CLAHE is clearly superior to HE in terms of perceptual quality, and the advantages of CLAHE has been recognized by practitioners in existing literature [1] . However, CLAHE is weak in terms of balancing overall patterns and image sharpness, and moreover, it cannot perform target-oriented contrast enhancement in the general sense. Compared with the aforementioned research on histogram-based techniques, we achieve contrast enhancement by relocating the contrast gain based on the statistical analysis of an image's high-frequency distribution, which implies a more reasonable contrast relocation to image enhancement. The basic procedure of this context-free method is to first extract the normalized high-frequency intensity as a weighting matrix. Then, a Gaussian model is constructed to express the target-oriented contrast-stretching ratio by analyzing the distribution of the weighting matrix. Finally, the cumulative distribution function is obtained by accumulating the corresponding contrast-stretching ratios to realize gray-level transformation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the succeeding section, we introduce new definitions related to the notions of Gaussian fitting transformation technique. In Section III, we propose the framework of our approach and discuss several progressive manners according to specified application requirements. The experimental results and discussions are reported in Section IV and the conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. GAUSSIAN FITTING-BASED GRAY-LEVEL TRANSFORMATION
Contrast enhancement is an integer-to-integer transfer processing that is achieved by executing a gray-level remapping strategy to increase the difference between two adjacent gray levels. This type of remapping technology involves a reasonable selection of contrast gain in a limited scope of gray levels. In this scheme, the transformation should be a monotone non-decreasing function such that it does not reverse the order of intensities and retains operational validity in physical and visual common sense.
A. BASIC PRINCIPLES
The gray-level remapping function, which is accumulated by the contrast gain from each gray level, is subject to the distribution of contrast variance, as shown in the middle column of Fig. 1 . Therefore, the procedure of constructing a contrast enhancement method is a process of optimizing variance distributions for different gray levels.
In real applications, the methods of HE, linear transformation, power-law transformation, logarithmic transformation, and their variations are the most commonly used algorithms VOLUME 7, 2019 for contrast enhancement because of their simplicity and high efficiency. The HE method uses the cumulative density function to spread out the most frequent intensities, and its transformation function is indiscriminate depends on the content of the input image. Linear transformation is a flexible and fairly straightforward technique to map linear subspaces into target linear subspaces for spreading gray levels, however, the parameters are difficult to be determined in practical use. The power-law and logarithmic function-based methods can be expressed with simple mathematical formulas and are easy to adjust for contrast variations. As shown in the middle column of Fig. 1 , we use contrast stretching to describe the ability of the basic functions to generate stretching descriptions. Notably, the distributions of power-law and logarithmic transformations are limited by their monotonic curvatures. Thus, we introduce a Gaussian function to further extend the abilities of the methods to generate stretching descriptions, and we subsequently describe the distributions of stretching variance by using the accumulation of each level to remap the target gray levels.
By applying the analytical expression of the Gaussian function, we can obtain different values of mean µ and variance σ for a set of gray-level transformations, as illustrated in the third line of Fig. 1 . Case µ < 1 (∀σ ) approximates low-gray level stretching transformation, such as those handled by the logarithmic transformation and the power-law transformation, with γ < 1. For extremely large values of µ (e.g., µ > 255), the transformation tends to move toward high gray-level stretching functions, such as those handled by the power-law transformation, with γ > 1. We use a wide range of µ to specify any gray region that needs to be enhanced. Meanwhile, case σ 50 (∀µ ∈ [1, 255]) approximates linear gray-level stretching. For extremely small values of σ (e.g., σ 1), the transformation tends to move toward the threshold function with the single threshold level µ. Thus, our analytic expression can define a wide class of gray-level transformations that range from linear stretching to threshold transformation.
B. BASIC GAUSSIAN FITTING TRANSFORMATION MODEL
Improvements rendered to contrast enhancement largely depend on details of an image, which always receives more attention from people. Therefore, we design a weighting matrix to emphasize the influence of gray levels of noteworthy areas, such as the high spatial frequency of input images. The normalized weighting matrix is defined as
where is the operator of the convolution, (x, y) is the pixel coordinate of the original image I , and the convolution kernel function G(x, y, σ ) is defined as
From this weighting matrix, we can develop a Gaussian function to express the layout of contrast variance arrangements. Here, means the whole image spatial domain. The parameters of µ w (mean) and σ w (variance) of the weighted Gaussian function can be expressed as
For the sake of emphasizing high-spatial frequency and retaining flat-region patterns, λ is introduced as the scale factor and set to the empirical value of λ = 1. Then, we set l as the gray level (∀l ∈ [0, 255]), the gray-level transformation can be defined by the Gaussian function D(µ w , σ w , l). We define v min and v max as the minimum and maximum values of the corresponding target gray levels (i.e., the range is determined according to the gray values of the original image). For each gray level l, the target level can be calculated by T (l).
By adjusting µ w , we can identify various strategies to select the region of interest (ROI), in which the emphasis is on the center, to guide contrast stretching. Moreover, we can adjust the intensity of σ w to regulate the overall contrast concentration and subsequently meet the requirements of ROI.
III. MODIFICATIONS TO CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
The framework of image enhancement proposed in this paper involves three stages, namely, ROI extraction, weighting matrix creation, and Gaussian fitting-based gray-level transformation, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
First, we perform manual region selection or salient-region detection, or adopt the entire image to express the user's ROI, as described in Sec. III(B). Second, we construct the weighting matrix to describe the commonly extracted regions, such as normalized intensity of high-frequency distribution of ROI, as discussed in Sec. II, or the region with salient response detected by automatic detection, as described in Sec. III(B). Third, we apply the Gaussian fitting-based gray-level transformation, which can be refined by two strategies. The basic strategy involves the use of a single Gaussian function to describe the distribution of contrast variance, also called single Gaussian fitting transformation (SGFT), as described in Sec. II(B). Furthermore, to meet multifocal enhancement requirements, we propose the use of multiple piecewise Gaussian fitting transformation (MGFT) to handle the scattered distribution of gray levels. MGFT is an adaptable modification technique, as described in Sec. III(C).
A. COLORED IMAGES AND STRETCHING 1) COLORED IMAGES
The contrast enhancement method for gray scales can be easily extended to colored images. The most commonly used method for extension is the one that applies to luminance components only while simultaneously preserving chrominance components. Additionally, gray-scale contrast enhancement may be extended to each component of the RGB color channel. The proposed Gaussian fitting curve can effectively restrict the global mapping function and avoid different modes of hopping points in the gray-level mapping curve. This smooth-mapping strategy is beneficial to the preservation of image details in different regions. Although the operations are performed independently on each channel, satisfactory color rendition can still be achieved in most cases, especially for natural scenery images, such as the one shown in Fig. 3 .
2) STRETCHING
Black and white (B&W) stretching is one of the oldest image enhancement techniques used in image processing applications. We assume that B&W stretching maps do not simply make the dark and bright intensities to even darker or brighter luminance in the image, respectively. To incorporate B&W stretching into gray-level transformation, considering that the range of gray scale for B&W stretching is limited, the number of jumping levels is used to determine the contrast span between mapped intensities. In the finite stretching range, the scale span in the non-essential parts of the image should be decreased, whereas the contrast gain in the primary parts should be increased. The Gaussian fitting transformation has the natural advantage of remapping contrast gains by focusing on the essentials. After moderately resetting the scales, the global mapping range can be determined. The scope of gray scales can be arranged by the range of the original image if we want to keep the output of gray scales stable or by selecting a certain range based on ROI requirements to make the contrast more obvious. Subsequently, the proposed model completes the rest of the operation by automatically optimizing the global allocation of the contrast gain, as shown in Fig. 4 .
B. TARGET-ORIENTED CONTRAST ENHANCEMENTS
Owing to the finite number of gray levels in an image, the issue on how to provide better contrast gains to each gray level is a complicated task. In fact, no acceptable objective criterion to achieve meaningful results for each image has been reported in the literature. Every individual has his or her own opinion and focuses toward an image, and the relevant task is simply to increase the contrast gain that needs to be emphasized in the specified ROI. However, in many cases, the number of gray levels delimits the details in the image, thus hindering visual pleasure. Given this situation, our paper presents a type of modification that increases the intensity of the contrast gain according to the specified ROI. Moreover, to ensure simplicity, we define µ ROI for the selection of gray levels and the σ ROI for the concentration of contrast distributions. All the modifications can be accomplished according to this definition.
1) MANUAL SELECTION
ROIs can be commonly selected by using the manual box. As shown in Fig. 5 , target-oriented contrast enhancement focuses on the high gray-level components of the boxed sky region (Fig. 5 (b) ) and then to the lower part of the ''Swimmers'' image, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . By increasing the contrast gain in the most important part, our method rationally increases the total image contrast based on ROI orientation.
where, ROI is a patch in an image been paid particular attention, as depicted by the red and blue rectangles in Fig. 5(a) , and ROI is the patch image's spatial domain. By adjusting σ ROI , we can select the value to control the intensity of the ROI 's contrast concentration. As shown in Figs. 5 (c) and (d), the method increases the contrast gain in the most important part of the image, and it gradually expands the range of enhancement by increasing the value of σ ROI . Assuming that v ROI min and v ROI max are the minimum and maximum values of ROI , the offset of gray levels R can be defined as
Different optimal enhancement schemes can satisfy different user demands. Moreover, results can be obtained by adjusting the value of parameter σ ROI for the boundary constraint, which is represented by
where J ≥ 1 is the boundary to satisfy the range of mapping. 
2) AUTOMATIC SELECTION
By using the strategy mentioned above, we can automatically extract ROI by conducting the salient-region detection method. Here, we adopt the salient-object extraction initially proposed by Cheng et al. [17] to simultaneously evaluate the global contrast differences and spatially weighted coherence scores even without any prior assumption or knowledge about the contents of the image. Region-based contrast (RC) maps can be used as the weighting matrix to emphasize the influence of saliency on ROIs during target-oriented contrast enhancement. In other words, the weighting matrix described in Sec. II can be easily replaced by normalized RC maps. We use saliency maps to determine the intensity of a concerned region and subsequently guide the relocation of the contrast gain for the entire set of gray levels. On this basis, we can automatically increase contrast stretching according to the user's intent(i.e., by highlighting the part that needs emphasis). As depicted by the histograms of the marked areas, the results of CLAHE and our method both obtained rich appearance of gray levels (Fig. 6) . However, the result of our method has a more natural appearance than that of CLAHE, as shown by the focused ''bird'' in the image. In fact, due to the character of the Gaussian fitting curve, the transformed function has smoothened the mapping curve, which then helps to balance visual appearance with enhancement quality regardless of the focus.
C. PIECEWISE GAUSSIAN FITTINGS
Considering the variations in the distribution of gray levels, a single-peak Gaussian function sometimes cannot adequately express the scattering of these gray levels in an image. Therefore, we propose the use of piecewise Gaussian fittings, also called MGFT, to overcome this shortcoming.
The basic procedure is to initially extract the valley positions in a smoothed gray-level histogram, followed by the merging of small sections (experiential span of gray level ≥ 50) segmented by the valley positions. Then, the Gaussian fitting model is calculated to approximate the single-peak curve according to the gray-level distribution of each section. Finally, the full-sized Gaussian model and all the local piecewise Gaussian fittings are fused together. The fusion process of the piecewise curves can be defined as
where K is the number of sections divided by valley positions, and λ 1 and λ 2 are the weighting factors that vary in the range of [0, 1] . In this paper, we set the empirical value to λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.5 for all the experiments. N (x) is a normalized function used to map the data into the range of
is the ith Gaussian function that can be constructed by the weighted Gaussian fitting (i.e., formula (3)) in the finite scope of grayscales.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Conducting an adequate assessment of all aspects of image enhancement is difficult. Furthermore, no acceptable objective criterion to achieve meaningful results for all image cases has been reported in the literature. If conventional measures are used, then HE or HE-based methods can almost achieve the best performance; however, these methods may not produce visually pleasing results. By contrast, the proposed method considers not only the performance of contrast enhancement but also the visual quality of the image. In this section, we initially present some testing images commonly cited in the literature. Then, the images enhanced by our proposed techniques are compared with the results of previously reported conventional models. The applicability and performance of each algorithm are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. The histograms are plotted with their corresponding results to show the different behaviors of the methods. Our algorithm has been successfully tested on various of testing cases, but only a few of the results are presented in this paper.
A. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT
In the ''Spectrum'' image ( Fig. 7) , as the original histogram is skewed toward the dark range, the output of HE is too bright in terms of overall appearance. CLAHE and our method have both enhanced the original image without introducing unacceptable intensity distortions; however, our method has obtained richer intensity levels compared with CLAHE. The distribution of gray levels in Fig. 7(g) , which clearly prove the ability of our method to perform rational grayscale allocation, can be partially explained by the constraints of piecewise Gaussian fittings that bound the smooth gray-level distributions between the valley positions. Therefore, the output images can be enhanced by their specific piecewise Gaussian fittings in their corresponding scale ranges, as shown in Fig. 7(e) . Considering that the context-sensitive methods cannot preserve the global consistency of mapped gray levels, we first compare the commonly used HE, FLT [12] , and ALPLT [11] with our SGFT and MGFT methods in the aspects of contrast enhancement performance and visual pleasure. In the ''Boy'' image (Fig. 8) , the output of HE appears unnatural, especially in the areas with strong light. Arbitrary operations involve high proportions of gray levels and influence original gray scale patterns in histograms, and such condition may be the reason for the spikes appearing in the sun-lighted region and wooden fence in the figure.
If an image contains large blocks of smooth regions, then the side effect of the logarithmic-based method (i.e., FLT) is lessened, and the resulting image appears with preserved smoothness without visual artifacts. However, the histogram in Fig. 8(i) shows that most of the available gray scales move toward the bright range when logarithmic functions are used. Moreover, the original histogram is skewed toward the dark range, which is prone to excessive enhancement in some parts of the gray levels. A similar situation prevails in ALPLT, in which the sharpness of the wooden fence influences the transformation of the gray scales in the power-law functions, such that the edges of the enhanced image appear unnatural. By contrast, as shown in Figs. 8(e) and (f), the enhanced shape of the gray-level distribution is closer to that of original image and thus, can express the original intention more accurately without introducing information loss or visual artifacts. Moreover, the scale mapping of the Gaussian fitting method (Figs. 7(g) and 8(i) ) is superior not only in the stretching range of gray scales but also in the terms of smoothness of gray-level relocation. These findings can be attributed to the property of Gaussian functions and the amplification of weighted piecewise fittings to small proportion of image details.
In the ''Horse'' image( Fig. 9) , the output of CLAHE appears extremely unnatural. This phenomenon can be mainly attributed to the truncated operation that involves high proportions of gray levels, which in turn influence gray scale distribution patterns. The same situations can also be found in the sky regions of the HE and AHE results. If an VOLUME 7, 2019 image contains a large area of flat regions, then the HE-based methods will likely be constrained by the side effects of ringing and amplified spikes. This situation can be observed in Figs. 9(d) ,(e),and (f), and the reason is simple: the excessive proportion of gray scales will alter the histogram spikes, which then will lead to high slopes (transition loss) in the mapping functions. This shortcoming can be fully solved by the continuity and smoothness characteristics of the Gaussian fitting functions. Even if the result of ALPLT is clearly superior to that of HE in terms of perceptual quality, it is somewhat inferior to our method in terms of overall image quality, particularly in balancing sharp details and visual pleasure in the transitions. Dark areas often exist as lighted areas in gray images due to many reasons, and FLT uses the logarithmic function to lighten the image details that cannot be directly identified in these areas. However, such a transformation strategy may lead to excessive stretching, which then whitens the image in general. In such cases, the competitive advantage of our proposed method relies on the smoothness characteristics of the adaptive Gaussian fittings that avoid high slopes in the mapping function. This target-oriented property can be adjusted adaptively by the specified hotspot region, as shown in Figs. 9 (g) and (h) . Moreover, if we cannot specify the ROI for enhancement, we can simply use MGFT to achieve global optimization, as seen in Fig. 9(i) .
HE and its variations usually derive excellent results by utilizing dynamically ranged gray scales for maximal contrast. However, in many cases, the maximized contrast of an image is realized at the expense of amplified noise and artifacts, as shown in Figs. 9 and Figs. 10 . HE can gather multiple histogram spikes, but clustered proportions will result in high slopes in the mapping function. Moreover, bright spikes can seriously affect the subsequent analysis of biometric patterns. Here, we use SGFT to replace the HE sub-mapping process in the adaptive histogram process [5] , also called AGFT, to show the potentiality of achieving higher-contrast stretching in biometric applications. In addition, in practical situations, image capturing processes that use veins or palm prints are often affected by uneven illumination and the surface patterns of palm skin. Thus, we use retinex theory [18] to weaken the influence of uneven gray scales in the captured image. Combined with the single-scale retinex (SSR) pre-processing technique, the abovementioned contrast enhancement methods can improve their performances through detailed presentations. However, amplified noise continues to limit the effectiveness of HE and its variations. CLAHE is superior to HE and AHE in terms of perceptual quality, but it is somewhat inferior to our method in terms of overall image quality, particularly in anti-noise ability. In such cases, the success of the proposed method relies on the smoothness characteristic of the Gaussian function that avoids high slopes in the mapping functions. Furthermore, this property can be adaptively adjusted by using weighted grey-level statistics.
B. OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT
Despite the lack of an acceptable objective criterion to attain meaningful results for all image cases, some metrics have been proposed in the literature to approximate image contrast quality and supplement the visual assessment of specific aspects. Hence, we apply the following most frequently used quantitative measures to test our methods: discrete entropy, peak signal-to-noise ratio(PSNR) [19] , and structural similarity (SSIM) [20] . Entropy is used to measure the content disorder of an image. A higher value of discrete entropy indicates richer details and more information in the image. PSNR, a measure used in science and engineering, compares the level of a desired signal to the background noise. Hence, PSNR can also be used to evaluate the performance of contrast enhancement. The SSIM index is a full-reference quality metric designed to improve the traditional quality assessment methods in the aspect of original content preservation. SSIM has been proven to improve performance in terms of evaluating visual consistency with those seen by human eyes [20] . A higher SSIM indicates better original pattern preservation in the enhanced image.
24 Kodak test images [21] and the retiex database [22] are used to compare the performances of contrast enhancement techniques. These images have wide ranges of dynamic compression [21] and high sharpness and accurate scene rendition [22] . As shown in Fig. 11 and Table 1 , the proposed SGFT and MGFT have similar entropy scores, both of which are slightly lower than those of the context-sensitive methods but higher than that of the HE method. Context-sensitive methods can be likened to a ''double-edged sword'' given its shortage of amplified noise and unnatural appearance of homogeneous regions. Without considering noise amplification and visual pleasure, the entropy values of context-sensitive methods (e.g., CLAHE, AHE and ALPLT) are always higher than those of the other methods. By contrast, with both noise amplification and visual pleasure considered, the scores of the proposed SGFT and MGFT are slightly lower than those of the context-sensitive methods but still higher than HE and FLT.
The analysis of PSNRs and estimation values show that the scores of SGFT are somewhat similar to those of HE and CLAHE but higher than those of the other methods. Most of the best PSNR scores are obtained by MGFT (Fig. 12) . By using the weighting matrix with the Gaussian fitting strategy, we can emphasize the influence of high spatial frequency on the hotspot regions. This approach can effectively improve the PSNR scores, especially in cases of increased sharpness and accurate scene rendition. The best results are presented in bold face in Table 2 for ease in comparison. Furthermore, the multiple piecewise Gaussian fittings can improve the description ability of the single Gaussian fitting curve, especially for the scattered images, and it offers a detailed analysis of multi-focus gray levels in different types of images. The multiple piecewise Gaussian fittings can also improve the description ability of PSNRs.
SSIM is used to measure the similarity of two images. Although AHE and CLAHE can derive scores with higher or similar entropy values, this situation does not necessarily indicate that their resulting images are more faithful to the original image. Here, we use SSIM to describe the preservation of the natural appearance of the original image. A higher SSIM score indicates better visual pattern preservation of the image. In the literature, HE has been loosely interchanged with contrast enhancement and image processing techniques, but histogram-constructed mapping functions that cater to intuitive arrangements of contrast gain normally lack rational explanations. Subsequently, arbitrary mapping lead to the unpleasant appearance of local image structures. By contrast, our methods use the Gaussian fitting function to transfer the contrast gain, and thus, the mapping is comparatively smoother and the gray level arrangement is more reasonable. Furthermore, because the truncated operation, which involves high proportions of gray levels, delimits original gray scale patterns, CLAHE is expected to have weaker preservation of natural look appearance compared with MGFT. In other words, the preservation ability of the proposed MGFT will likely be better than those of HE and CLAHE. Such prediction is apparent in the case of dynamic range compression, as shown in Table 3 . Besides, because the fitting curves are automatically calculated according to the image's high-frequency distribution, our methods can sufficiently adapt to various situations.
All the image cases enhanced by ALPLT, FLT, AHE, HE, CLAHE, SGFT, and MGFT are calculated with the quantitative measures of entropy, PSNR and SSIM. Then, the scores are used to supplement the objective assessments previously presented in this paper. The quantitative values indicate the stable performance of our methods for contrast enhancement, especially in the aspects of visual pleasure and anti-noise capability.
C. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
We compare the time complexities of commonly used HE, CLAHE, ALPLT, and FLT to those of the proposed algorithm for an image with size of M × N and L gray levels. For HE, the computation time of the histogram is O(MN ). Hence, the total time complexity of HE is O(2MN +L). For CLAHE, the image is partitioned into equally sized rectangular tiles of m columns and n rows. (3MN + 2L) . The overall results indicate that the time complexities of the proposed SGFT and MGFT are nearly the same but slightly lower than that of HE. The proposed methods require the calculation of the weighting matrix. However, considering that the context-sensitive methods need large numbers of subsection operations and iterative approaches for the excessive gray scales, our methods are simpler than AHE, FLT, and CLAHE.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a general framework for target-oriented graylevel transformation method is proposed for image contrast enhancement. The method exploits an intensity-weighting matrix to control the Gaussian fitting curve and shape the distribution of the contrast gain. As such, the curve can be easily designed to enhance the important details hidden in noteworthy regions. It can rationally express the contrast distribution, which means it can become a target-oriented contrast enhancement. As weighted Gaussian fitting curves smooth the contrast stretching proportions, the enhancement results can be improved without having to introduce visual artifacts and amplify noise in flat regions. The advantages of adopting the proposed scheme stem from its simplicity and strong purposiveness. The experimental results show the effectiveness and broad application prospects of the proposed algorithm.
